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Black Foster is the product that transfers the claimed effect '
The Invisible Black' to a recessed-isolated lineal luminary, also
available in trimless version. If we take a closer view to the
recessed model, its bezel is so thin than when lighted up, it is
unperceived, offering an aesthetic of 'visual trimless'. Black
Foster stands out for its refinement, its visual comfort and for
almost completely hide the source of light from the human eye
range.

As the location of its LED is set back, Lex achieves great
visual comfort. Its matte finish shade fosters this aspect and
offers elegant aesthetics.

Swap is a family of recessed LED spots that comes in 2 sizes
(M, L) and two light beam directions (symmetrical or
asymmetrical). The Swap range offers a very extensive variety
of colour options, luminous flux, colour temperatures,
chromatic reproduction, sealing and dimming protocols.
Minimalist design and easy fitting make it an unbeatable offer.

BLACK FOSTER MICRO
Black Foster Micro is a feat of engineering which brings the
acclaimed "The Invisible Black" effect to a hyper-reduced light.
Its tiny size and thin trim offer a "trimless visual" aesthetic which
combines with its almost imperceptible presence as a result of
its compact dimensions. Black Foster Micro is designed for
general or accent lighting and can be used in projects that
seek ceiling lighting that plays a minimal role.

A luminaire conceived to be a small and discreet point of light
in the ceiling, that hides the light source to offer maximum
visual comfort. Specifically designed with an anti-glare screen
and a micro-reflector, SHOT LIGHT generates a perfectly
defined light beam.

BLACK FOSTER

SWAP

LEX

SHOT LIGHT
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DEEP

DROP

STRAM

MIX

MADISON
A squared recessed downlight in which the narrowness
and the reduced width of its frame are the differentiating
hallmarks of this elegant luminaire.

Mix is an essential downlight for general lighting
applications. A classic, taken to the LED vanguard, which
sums up all the quality values of our best products and a
wide range of options.

DEEP is an LED downlight for general lighting functions
designed with a recessed diffuser which considerably
reduces ceiling brightness.

When lit, the lighting of Drop produces an effect of erasing
visually the rims of the fitting, creating the illusion of
illumination which resembles that of a natural skylight.

A recessed downlight with one bezel, with marked
presence. In the Prismatic version you will discover the
attractive and efficient effect of its diffusor’s light waves
which, in addition, reduces the UGR.
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The elegance of a squared perimeter downlight combined with
the easy installation of a round fitting hole.

Top Micro 24V is miniaturized luminary that serves as a
downlight for the Minimal Track system. Its reduced
dimensions make Top the perfect candidate for projects where
a discrete precense and a perfect integration are needed. It is
a pure line and an architectural aesthetic design. Moreover, in
terms of lighting performance, Top offers a conical distribution
with two possible beam angles.

Alaska is the contemporary reinterpretation of the technology
and design of the classical incandescent filament light bulb.
Alaska is composed of a solid optical glass sphere that
symbolically represents the glass bulb of a traditional light
bulb. Its compact body is one single piece that is manually
lathed and polished like a piece of jewellery. Each one of the
luminaires is traditionally produced, thus acquiring the value of
an unrepeatable decorative work.

POP UP
Pop Up is one of the smallest recessed spotlights in the world.
It combines its small format with formal minimalism to achieve
the perfect luminaire for projects that require the least possible
space invasion. Pop Up is able to render a luminous flux that
allows it to undertake accent lighting functions from the ceiling.
It can be moved in practically all the degrees of freedom, as it
rotates 355° and can tilt at 90° (unlike the majority of other
recessables on the market). It can be easily and smoothly
moved by hand.

Twist is a LED luminary, with adjustable beams, with
remarkable performance and small format. Twist is ideal for
applications that require máximum directionability and
outstanding luminous flux.

QUAD

ALASKA 24V

TOP MICRO 24V

TWIST
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LINE MICRO 24V

BLACK FOSTER MICRO 24V

PLUS MICRO 24V

SIX 24V

iO MICRO 24V
iO Micro 24V is a LED spotlight miniaturised in a fixture that
is so small that it fits on the palm of your hand. Designed for
accent lighting applications, its small dimensions mean it
can be fitted in display cabinets, shop windows and small
places without generating an invasive presence on the
scene. Created to be placed on the Minimal Track system,
it offers all the features of concentrated LED spotlights with
a minimalist and hyper-reduced design.

Six XS 24V is a projector for the Minimal Track system that
stands out for its lightness and elegance. Its body, disk
looking, rounded shaped, encloses an innovative
combination of reflector and lens. The combined action of
both, allows Six to direct light rays with the maximum
uniformity in a very small distance that, at the same time,
has made possible its differential design-reduced and
minimalist-.

The very thin linear luminary with diffused light that stands
out for its small dimensions and discretion. This lighting
solution allows Jokerlight’s Minimal Track system to
combine accent lighting with longitudinal general lighting
where required.

Black Foster Micro 24V for Minimal Track, the most compact
downlight with "The Invisible Black" effect. This linear
luminaire has an excellent control of the light beam whose
rays do not bathe the luminaire and are channelled directly
to the exterior without touching the screen. Furthermore, its
reduced design enables an absolutely perfect installation of
the modules into systems.

Plus Micro 24V is a projector for the Minimal Track system
that offers the possibility of expanding or concentrating the
beam light with just a smooth manual gesture. This
characteristic makes Plus the ideal alternative for
applications where the precision whithin the beam of light is
essential.
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Fit 24V is a projector for the Minimal Track system. Cylindrical
geometry and essential forms, it stands out for its minimalistic
looking and its functionality as it can be orientated in any
direction. The black perimeter around its mouth highlights its
anti-glare vocation.

iO 48V is an LED spotlight that fits in the palm of your hand.
Designed to be used with our track, it offers all the features of
the best spotlights, but with minimal and hyper-reduced size.

Plus 48V is a spotlight for low voltage tracklight applications
that offers the possibility of expanding or concentrating the
beam light with just a smooth manual gesture. This
characteristic makes Plus the ideal alternative for applications
where the precision whithin the beam of light is essential- like
for example: museums, expositions, retail or accent lighting
applications.

SIX 48V
SIX 48V is a family of spotlights for track applications that
stands out for its minimalistic presence and maximum light
output. Available in four different sizes, its body encloses an
innovative combination of reflector and lens which allows SIX to
direct light with the maximum uniformity in a very small
distance. SIX can be freely orientated in any direction.

FIT 48V is a cylindrical spotlight available in three sizes. A
functional light that can be orientated in any direction. The
black perimeter around its head and the optional honeycomb
accessory reduces glare to a minimum.

FIT 24V

PLUS 48V

iO 48V

FIT 48V
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BLACK FOSTER MICRO 48V

LINE 48V

BLACK FOSTER MICRO SURFACE

BLACK FOSTER SURFACE

TOP
Top is a miniaturized surface-mounted ceiling luminaire. Its
compact design makes Top an ideal solution for installation
in ceiling cavities and for projects where a discrete
presence of the luminaire in the scene is desired. Formally
Top presents itself as a design of pure lines and
architectural aesthetics. In terms of lighting, Top offers a
conical distribution with three available beam angles (flood,
medium and spot).

Black Foster Surface is the product that transfers the
claimed effect 'The Invisible Black' to a linear system in
surface application. Black Foster has a very discrete
presence in the interior design due to its reduced
dimensions and its extremely low glare helping the piece
not to gain much prominence

Black Foster Micro 48V, the most compact downlight with
"The Invisible Black" effect. This linear luminaire has an
excellent control of the light beam whose rays do not
bathe the luminaire and are channelled directly to the
exterior without touching the screen. Furthermore, its
reduced design enables an absolutely perfect installation
of the modules into systems.

Line 48V, is the line-luminary of diffused light for 48 voltage
tracklight applications. This lighting solution allows
Jokerlight’s 48V tracklight to combine accent lighting with
longitudinal general lighting where required.

Black Foster has a very descrete presence in the interior
design due to its reduced dimensions and its extremely low
glare helping the piece not to gain much prominence. The
downlight retains high levels of shielding, taking lighting
comfort to another level as regards miniaturisation.
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Puck is designed to undertake general lighting functions and,
moreover, given its ultra-compact format, aims to conserve
discretion in those places where it is impossible to recess the
appliances in the ceiling. Puck’s minimalist presence is formally
summed up in a circular piece, entirely manufactured in
aluminium.

ZEN TUBE’s cylindrical body with its adjustable spotlight
makes this a perfect luminaire for surface applications. Its
attractive texturized finish and chrome details will enhance
your space which both style and performance.

iO is a LED spotlight miniaturised in a fixture that is so small
that it fits on the palm of your hand. Designed for accent
lighting applications, its small dimensions mean it can be
fitted in display cabinets, shop windows and small places
without generating an invasive presence on the scene.

SKY
Surface fitted, its design gives Sky the appearance of levitating
a few centimeters away from the ceiling and so creates a
special and unique effect. Able to provide major luminous flux,
Sky can be fitted in projects with very high ceilings, but also
stands out for its elegant aesthetics and finishes in smaller
spaces.

Stram Surface is the surface downlight that conserves the
aesthetics and lighting effects of Stram in spaces where it is
impossible to recess in the ceiling. The distinctiveness of its
bezel, along with a serene, impeccable presence, in a
luminary that can offer high luminous fluxes on a par with its
minimalist beauty and elegance.

PUCK

iO SURFACE

ZEN TUBE SURFACE

STRAM SURFACE
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ART

HOLLY

SPIN

SALT

BRIGIT
BRIGIT is a suspended luminaire with a unique personality.
Combining the downlight with a colored shade producing
ambient light in your choice of three color options, BRIGIT
is an ideal fixture to highlight any interior design space with
its presence.

High Bay light fitting performance combined with the
design of a unique decorative piece. Salt integrates driver
and heat dissipation into the design of the fitting itself and
achieves on the one hand an excellent thermal
management and on the other hand the freedom to hang
the fixture at any desired height. And to prevent glare, Salt
disposes of a diffusor covering the light source. The Salt PC
version with its transparent lampshade emits light also
laterally, providing ambient light. Ideal thus also for
residential and ample spaces.

Art is a minimalist and rational suspended luminary that
allows an ambitious range of composition possibilities.
Individually, it transmits a sober look, but when combined –
in an ordered or anarchic way – it is revealed as a
sculptural piece of Art. This luminary can offer ambient
lighting in any kind of actual interior design project. Its
versatility makes possible both, a discreet lighting over a
table or an artistic composition to smoothly light up vertical
opened spaces.

HOLLY is a suspension luminaire for accent lighting
applications. With a machined aluminium body and a simple
yet elegant design HOLLY is made to the highest standards
and it’s a perfect fit for a decorative installation . Holly is
designed to optimize the light beam and to obtain an
elevated illuminance in the area where installed.

Reduced dimensions, clear lines and a mechanized
geometry combined in a pendant luminaire for accent
lighting. Its ultra-thin cable gives Spin a sensation of aerial
floatability. Can be fitted individually or configured in a
group.
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Black Foster Suspension is the product that transfers the
claimed effect 'The Invisible Black' to a linear suspended
system. It is composed by a series of modules which combine
light emisions with dark segments. Nevertheless, wether if it is
On or Off, Black Foster always preserves the aesthetic of a
perfect dark line.

REC is an LED luminaire ideal for indirect lighting applications.
A perfect fit for projects that give priority to the comfort of
indirect light but also require a high volume of lumens. REC is
a finest cuboid with pure lines and a minimalist design.

BLACK FOSTER CUSTOM MODULE
Black Foster Custom Module enables the redistribution of its
combinable modules once the system is installed. Light-
emitting and blind segments can be repositioned as the space
changes thanks to the freedom allowed by its adapter.
Furthermore, the Black Foster Custom Module system features
a Fit 27 projector module for integrated accent lighting.

Black Foster Micro Custom Surface opens a new paradigm of
miniaturisation in the linear and customisable system which
integrates 'The Invisible Black' effect lighting. Like its big
brother, the Micro surface version has complete mobility and
flexibility of its modules within the already installed profile.

BLACK FOSTER SUSPENSION

REC

BLACK FOSTER MICRO CUSTOM
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